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1 Introduction 
The HYPMED website (www.hypmed.eu) was designed to provide a primary source of project 

information, news and results to both peers in the medical community and the public. Along with the 

consortium’s Twitter account (@hypmed_eu), its document and presentation templates, and event 

material, the website has portrayed the overall corporate identity of the project through its colour 

scheme and inclusion of the project logo and slogan. It has been consistently updated according to 

changes in the project workplan, the occurrence of sponsored and associated events, and the 

achievement of publicly available results, keeping it relevant for the focused audience and increasing 

engagement across the globe. The report describes the maintenance of the website, updates as the 

project progressed, and evidence of interaction with a diverse audience. 

The website will remain operable in the foreseeable future as a repository of project information and 

with prospects of results to be exploited by future research initiatives.  

2 HYPMED website 

2.1 Introduction 
With regular news updates, a modern design and supporting activities (newsletter mailings, social 

media posts), the HYPMED website has seen a commendable amount of traffic since its launch. Its 

design was intended to demonstrate the project’s strong associations with breast cancer, medical 

imaging and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 programme. The website also featured simplified 

readability and engagement through the use of a single page with scroll function and a menu in the 

website banner to quickly reach its seven sections, each of which are linked to pages for more details 

of project aspects.  

2.2 Website sections 
The introductory section of the website (Figure 2.1) conveys the project’s focus on breast cancer in 

its imagery, colours, logo and heading. The banner menu allows users to quickly access information 

most relevant to their inquiries. 

http://www.hypmed.eu/
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Figure 2.1: Introductory section of the website 

The Latest News section (Figure 2.2) communicates the latest news. As much of the project’s relevant 

news events were associated with the board meetings and conferences, it can be noted few news 

items were added in 2020 and 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, its position on the 

website provides a link to the consortium’s latest achievements and representation at important 

events across Europe. 

 
Figure 2.2: Latest News section of the website 

The About HYPMED section serves to connect the reader to detailed information about the work 

packages and public deliverables, similarly contributing to a sense of progress toward the project’s 

objectives, while the Partners section (Figure 2.3) projects the Member States of the partners, 

symbolized by a national flag banner, on a partial European map and gives links to dedicated pages 

for each with general information about the institution and role of each associated staff member. 
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Figure 2.3: Partners section of the website 

The Press and Publications section (Figure 2.4) adds to the visual attractiveness of the website and 

carries links to repositories of the press and media materials as well as the relevant journal 

publications of the consortium members.   

 
Figure 2.4: Press and Publications section of the website 

Finally, the Contact section (Figure 2.5) provides open reader engagement with the consortium or 

direct contact to the Scientific Coordinator or Project Manager, while the footer states the EU 

funding source and provides links to the project newsletter and Twitter account for brief updates of 

the project status and upcoming events. 
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Figure 2.5: Contact section and footer of the website 

3 Project information dissemination 
Given the changes to the project workplan as a result of two approved amendment requests, all 

sections of the website had to be updated throughout the duration of the project, though the 

majority concerned the Latest News, About HYPMED and Press and Publications sections. Of the 

remaining sections, the most notable updates were the change in 2021 in EIBIR’s project manager 

and coordinator from Pamela Zolda to Monika Hierath, who guided the project to its completion, and 

the exclusion of the partner Intrasense in 2021. 

The Latest News section served as a blog for all project news items, linking to the News Archive page 

(Figure 3.1), which informed readers of events and milestone from the kickoff meeting to the final 

project workshop during the 2022 European Congress on Radiology (ECR) Overture. The blog will also 

communicate the final project results. 
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Figure 3.1: News Archive page 

In the About HYPMED section, the Work Packages page was updated after the addition of work 

package 7 and changes to the overall objective of work package 3 due to the removal of the clinical 

study. As relatively few project deliverables were assigned for public release, the Results page (Figure 

3.2) was primarily prepared for the dissemination of that group. Three public deliverables have been 

added, and it should be noted the release of deliverable 2.3 is pending corrections per EC 

instructions. The remaining deliverables will be uploaded at the end of the project. 
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Figure 3.2: Results page 

The Press and Publications section was also updated throughout the project to present the project newsletter 

and conference materials on the Press and Media page (Figure 3.3) and the consortium member’s open-access 

scientific work published by various journals on the Publications page (Figure 3.4). As noted in the figure, the 

Press and Media page also provides a link for users to subscribe to the project newsletter. Publications released 

during reporting period 5 and following the conclusion of the project as well as a final project newsletter will 

also be uploaded to the website. 

 
Figure 3.3: Press and Media page 
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Figure 3.4: Publications page 

4 Results and success 
Up to the final project month of June 2022, the HYPMED website has attracted in total more than 7600 

users and nearly 10 000 sessions from the majority of countries in the world (Figure 4.1).  

 
Figure 4.1: Depiction of traffic received by country (Courtesy of Google Analytics) 
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In a depiction of traffic versus time (Figure 4.2), consistent interest is evident during the first year of 

the website but remained low until the period leading to the 2019 ECR, when sessions peaked 

sharply. Smaller peaks can also be seen around the 2020 and 2021 ECR as well as HYPMED’s 

resumption of Twitter activity in October 2021 as more final results became available. In 2022 the 

peak also corresponds to the end-user workshop during the ECR Overture in March. 

 

Figure 4.2: Trend in number of website sessions from 2016–22 (Courtesy of Google Analytics) 

Most traffic to the website has primarily come via organic search (via search engines such as Google), 

with strong contributions from direct visits (website access by URL entry or bookmarks) and referrals 

(access via hyperlink, e.g.), which indicates that dissemination and communication activities carried 

out by the project have been successfully driving traffic to the website. Regular search engine 

optimisation measures carried out by EIBIR have ensured that the website is receiving prominent page 

rankings in search engine results, and sustained project outreach and network building is likely 

responsible for the direct traffic and referrals.  
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Figure 4.3: Channels by which users accessed the HYPMED website (Courtesy of Google Analytics) 

Although the website has helped raise awareness of the project globally, the European character of 

the consortium and its promotional events can be correlated to the strong proportion of visitors 

coming from EU countries and the UK (Figure 4.4). Notably, important non-EU countries such as the 

United States, India and Brazil also expressed considerable interest. All these countries could host large 

potential markets for commercially exploitable results of the project. In addition, Portugal, 

Switzerland, Austria, Greece, Turkey and Canada also contributed more than 100 users of the website. 

 
Figure 4.4: Top 10 countries of website users (Courtesy of Google Analytics) 


